Grounds and Landscaping
Urban Food Initiative
Seattle University Grounds and Landscaping Department engages in the University’s commitment to plan for
the future care of our neighbors. The Grounds Department has responded by designing food producing plants
into the landscape of the University. Global dependence on oil and the height of peak oil has come and gone. It
will become increasingly important to share our University commons by caring for ourselves and our
community through local food production. The Grounds Department is aware of the growing need to serve the
greater Seattle community by investing in and providing local and sustainable landscapes including trees,
shrubs and groundcovers that produce fruit, nuts and vegetables.
The University’s commitment to the Seattle Climate Partnership initiative emphasizes sustainable development
and replacement of bio mass wherever and whenever possible.
In April 2010, to celebrate Earth Day, the Grounds Department developed and expanded the campus
community garden located along the path between Logan Field and Chardin Residence Hall. The p-patch style
Chardin community garden has been an enormous success. Plots are currently full so we have begun a waiting
list for students, staff and faculty. Plans to expand the garden to the south are in progress to celebrate Earth Day
2011 on Friday, April 22nd.
You will soon be able to observe our continuing efforts to include food producing plants in the landscape at the
newly designed gardens at the 1313 building along 14th Ave. Included in the design are apple trees, pear trees,
hazelnut trees, blueberries and currants. Our intention is to plant now making the plants sustainable well into the
future, while engaging the neighborhood in the harvest and distributing food to those in need. Our program is
modeled on the community organizations City Fruit, based in Seattle, and Portland Fruit Tree Project in
Portland, Oregon. Further inspiration is from City of Seattle Mayor McGuinn’s 2010: Year of Urban
Agriculture initiative.

